
 

The Picky Parents Guide to I AM MARGARET  

Book 4: BANE’S EYES 

WARNING: This series is PG: Parental Guidance Suggested 
The I AM MARGARET books are an exciting new series by a CPA award winning British Catholic author 
that explore a future dystopian world where humans are seen as mere body parts and faith in God is a 
crime with a terrible penalty.  These books explore in deep and moving ways what it means to be 
Catholic under duress, and show young adult Catholics making hard and heroic choices to defend life 
and to live out their Catholic faith. There’s some harsh stuff along the way, which is why Chesterton 
Press recommends these books for ages 16+.  There is some graphic violence, and there are difficult 
moral situations, but we judge that the powerful portrayal of heroic goodness will more than balance 
out the tough content. 

However, parents and teachers might want to read the books themselves before recommending them 
to younger readers. In this guide, we’ve tried to list all the topics that might be of concern. This guide 
contains SPOILERS so if you are planning to read the books yourself, you might not want to read on. 

 
The Story Background 
In the dystopian world of the I AM MARGARET series, religion is outlawed and membership in the 
Catholic Church (known as the Underground) is punishable by a gruesome death, similar to the 
“hanging, drawing, and quartering” with which Catholics were punished in Elizabethan England. 

The Government enforces a relentlessly secular culture. Marriage is outlawed but genetically-and-
racially compatible couples can register to have two allowed children. Girls are given contraceptive 
implants as children, and sexual intercourse is strictly banned until age 18, when teenagers are expected 
become sexually active (but never pregnant).  Sexual activity between over-age-18 “new Adults” is taken 
for granted, and anyone who lives a chaste life is suspected of being a ‘Believer’ and accused. 

Most importantly in the novel, inferior humans who have escaped abortion and infanticide are sorted 
out of the general population at the age of 18, and kept in government facilities where they are fed and 
exercised until their tissues and body parts reach prime condition, at which point they are killed and 
their bodies recycled for the medical community to use to treat other patients. 

This is the harsh world of the 18-year-old heroine, Margaret Verrall (Margo), and the books reflect these 
severe, secular, and not-unimaginable realities. In Book 1 (I AM MARGARET), Margo, a compassionate 
girl who looks out for her special-needs friends, was imprisoned in the Facility after failing Sorting. She is 
a baptized and confirmed Catholic who loves her faith. Her parents have for many years courageously 
run an underground Mass center which hides priests and allows underground Catholics to receive the 
sacraments, risking gruesome execution by doing so, but they have to close this when, with the help of 
her fiancé, Bane, Margo manages to escape from the Facility, taking all the other prisoners with her.  

In Book 2 (THE THREE MOST WANTED), most of the escapees try to reach the Vatican Free State on a 
bus, but Margo, Bane, and their friend Jon, who being blind, is very conspicuous, set off by themselves. 
Posing as backpackers, they walk to the Vatican, thus avoiding endangering the others. However, when 
they arrive the EuroGov issues an ultimatum to the Vatican: give up the Three Most Wanted or be 



occupied. By holding the ancient artwork and buildings hostage (threatening to blow them up) the 
Vatican manages to evacuate without complying with their demand. 

In Book 3 (LIBERATION), Margo, Bane and Jon begin rescuing other teenagers from Facilities across 
Europe. Margo also begins writing a revolutionary blog. The EuroGov eventually discover the Holy See’s 
hideout on the Island of Gozo, but protests all over Europe force them to withdraw from the island and 
free all the prisoners, including Bane, who gave himself up in a (successful) attempt to stir up the 
population. However, the EuroGov had already begun to dismantle Bane, and have taken his eyes. 

In Book 4 (BANE’S EYES), Bane is struggling to come to terms with his blindness, whilst Margo is 
frantically trying to ensure that they win the Vote on Dismantling and Religious Freedom which the 
EuroGov have reluctantly promised. 

 

Difficult moral situations 
Several times Margo and Bane (who are married) are seen in bed together. Sometimes it is implied that 
sex follows, but there is no graphic description. 

On one occasion Bane, who is struggling with serious depression and anger management issues, loses 
his temper and hits Margo, knocking her to the floor. Margo is angry and blames Bane for doing this, but 
quickly forgives him when, overcome with remorse and despair, he tries to kill himself. Margo manages 
to prevent him from doing so and looks after him until he recovers. 

Violence 
One of Margo’s bodyguards is killed. He is described as having been ‘shot in the head’ but there is no 
further description. 

An assassin is shot and there is a lot of blood, but no detailed description of the wound. 

Three other assassins are blown up by a grenade, but there is no description of the aftermath. 

Margo is attacked and knocked down the stairs, after which she undergoes what she believes to be a 
miscarriage. 

Margo is attacked and almost shot. Another character gets shot in the arm protecting her. There is no 
detailed description. 

Margo is attacked and strangled until she passes out after a struggle. 

A major character is executed by firing squad. There is a slight description of the wounds but no gory 
details. 
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